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ARCHITECTURAL STRUCTURES I
Prof. Anne Nichols
ENDS 231 – Float Structures

“Team Titanic II”
ENDS 231 – Float Structures

“Racing Strips”
ENDS 231 – Float Structures

“Yellow Submarine”
ENDS 231 – Float Structures

“Jeff Smith”
ENDS 231 – Float Structures

“Kyle Field”
ENDS 231 – Float Structures

“Simplicity”
ENDS 231 – Float Structures

“Dinner Time”
ENDS 231 – Float Structures

“Stepharlance”
ENDS 231 – Float Structures

“Soggy Bottom”
ENDS 231 – Float Structures

“Radar Island”
ENDS 231 – Float Structures

“No Picture, Please”
ENDS 231 – Float Structures

“Darth Mole”
ENDS 231 – Float Structures

“Los Habañeros”
ENDS 231 – Float Structures

“The Truss”
ENDS 231 – Float Structures

“Johnny Five”